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Public Policy Projects (PPP) is a subscription-based
organisation which offers practical policy analysis
and development in infrastructure, digital technology,
economy, health, care, and other public services. PPP is
independent and cross-party, bringing together public
and private-sector leaders, investors, policymakers and
commentators with a common interest in the future of
public policy. PPP offers policy analysis and a secure
environment for the discussion of ideas.
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About Anderson
Strategy
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Anderson Strategy is a boutique strategic advisory firm
helping companies to accelerate their digital innovation
to create enterprise and social value. Digital is disrupting
every industry and organisation. Digital presents leaders
with both critical challenges and huge opportunities
to ensure a sustainable future. Anderson Strategy has
supported digital transformation programmes in both
the private and public sectors. Digital connectivity is the
enabling technology on which digital innovation can be
delivered. We have worked with consulting firms, private
equity houses, enterprise, government agencies and scale
up companies. We work with International Standards
and open frameworks to build Innovation Management
Systems to support the research and development of new
digital products and services.
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The benefit
of the report
Jonny Voon, Head of the Sustainable Innovation Fund, Innovate UK:
In an increasingly connected world, digital innovation is the pathway to unlocking
opportunities and industries of the future, and essential in helping address climate and
environmental sustainability challenges.
It is not the sole responsibility of a single entity to drive innovation; every sector and
public, private, and academic organisation brings unique perspectives, skills, and
motivation. As such, effective collaboration – often with customers, and sometimes with
competitors – is needed to drive adoption and diffusion of innovation.
For the UK to remain at the forefront of global innovation it will need leaders and
organisations that have a clear vision, a realistic gameplan, and no fear of challenging the
way we live, work and play.
This report provides a clear, structured, and evidenced approach to harnessing the
power of digital innovation and practical ways of implementing it.

Dr Ian Woodgate, Smart Place Lead, Bournemouth Christchurch and Poole Council
Quantifying the economic impact of digital innovation has always been a challenge.
This work is a great help in addressing that challenge, and can be used to guide regional
interventions and activities.

Sarah Windrum, Chair, Coventry and Warwickshire LEP
As we emerge from the pandemic and reset strategies, this analysis will help Local
Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) unblock crunchy conversations with businesses,
universities and local authorities to help make the most of assets and shift the local
economy. Forecasting the economic impact of a ‘digital level-up’ – by showing what
can be achieved by coming together to harness potential and join up recruitment and
development (R&D), connectivity, digital strategy and skills across regions – will be an
invaluable tool to focus the minds of all partners around the table

Sue Littlemore, Head of Policy, Strategy and Political Engagement, Enterprise M3 LEP
If you’re failing to engage in digital innovation; you’re failing to engage in the future. The
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the adoption of digital technology,
but many businesses, universities, schools and other organisations want help to go
further. LEPs are perfectly placed to unite the key players from across the private and
public sector to provide this support; and this report stands out for its excellent practical
advice.”
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Foreword:
Rt. Hon. Stephen Dorrell,
Chair, Public Policy Projects

S

ociety’s reliance on digital technology has been made
abundantly clear in the past two years. It has enabled families to
stay connected; businesses to continue operations and enabled
many to continue to work – and it would not have been possible
had the pandemic struck even 10 years ago.

Perhaps this is why the nation is finally beginning to understand digital’s
potential for revolutionary change. That recognition cannot come too
soon, for while the pandemic demonstrated the critical importance of
digital, it also furthered the exclusion of those who were not already
plugged in. Many businesses were also left in the lurch, especially those
not equipped to make a digital transition or to capitalise on its potential.
For too long the UK has lagged behind digital world leaders, relying on
out-dated infrastructure and limited capabilities. The nation has some
way to go before it can refer to its society and economy as being ‘truly
digital’.
Yet there is new digital momentum building. This is a unique opportunity
for the UK to embrace innovation to truly harness the benefit that digital
innovation can bring to the economy.
This goes beyond Zoom calls, online sharedrives, or remote working.
Digital innovation has the potential to level up everything from products,
services, operations, and profits – and to be the step-change needed
across every phase of our economy.
The UK has yet to truly pin down this value, often taking a lacklustre
approach to driving digital forward. This report makes clear that, with
£1.12 trillion worth of potential value to the economy by 2030, this cannot
be ignored any longer.
Centrally forced reform, however, will never be the answer. Digital
innovation must instead be fostered in individual localities. Local
government is perfectly placed to lead digital innovation, and its growth,
in local economies. However, with a legacy of limited digital investment,
focus, and training, exactly why or how to do this can seem daunting for
institutions still reeling from the impact of the pandemic.
Through the practical advice and clear step-by-step guide offered in
this report, we hope that local government and local partnerships will
become emboldened to innovate. Crucial to this is the role of digital
navigators, which should become bastions for digital that look to
champion innovation in every decision.
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The revolutionary potential of this technology for our economy and
society has become undeniable. But beyond more grandiose visions
for change, digital innovation will always come down to the needs of
individual businesses and individual citizens. Whether it be digitising
production or creating the next-generation product, digital innovation
will mean something different depending on problems it looks to solve.
However, by ensuring local government has the tools, and ultimately the
confidence, to make these changes the benefit of digital innovation will
be felt by each and every business across the UK.
This will be a significant challenge. But during these efforts, we cannot
lose sight of the great potential that digital innovation brings to
individuals, businesses, and our nation.

Huawei has sponsored the meetings that led to the development of this
report. They have further funding the publication of the report. Huawei
did not have editorial input into the report.

Authored by:
Justin Anderson, Anderson Strategy
Genevieve Redgrave, Public Policy Projects
Barbara Sarrionandia, Anderson Strategy
Harry Dunlop, Anderson Strategy
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Introduction
The rapid extension of efficient and accessible digital technology has
revolutionised nearly every aspect of our lives. For citizens and businesses alike,
there has been a dramatic shift in the everyday potential of digital. Not only has
it developed the capacity of ordinary business activities, it has also opened a
new market of opportunity.
This became clear when the Covid-19 pandemic led to a rapid and mass
digitisation at an unprecedented scale. It was proven that it is possible to digitise
business easily, make work more efficient and productive, and has the potential
to drive the economy forward.
Despite this, its full potential has yet to be unleashed in local economies and
there is still no joined-up national digital strategy. PPPs’ recent Connected
Citizens report, launched in January 2021,1 explained that the UK is in need
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of a paradigm shift in its approach to digital. Through implementing five
recommendations, the UK could transform its approach to digital by making a
clear and ambitious strategy.
Yet ‘digital’ has become an all-encompassing term which diminishes the
understanding of what particular digital improvements could bring. Digital
innovation in particular has a vital role to play in economic growth.
Innovation has the potential to bring £1.12 trillion worth of value to local
economies by 2030.
For too long this value has been hard to define and as a result, digital innovation
has rarely been specifically aimed for. Innovation, in this instance, can largely be
defined as the application of digital technologies in businesses to increase value
from existing systems, procedures, services and products, as well as overcome
working problems. It is this innovation in businesses across the UK that has
the potential to bring about a dramatic and rapid shift in our relationship with
technology, and create a truly digital economy.
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The lack of a clear quantifiable value proposition for digital innovation has
meant that it has lacked the investment and resource allocation needed
to push it forward. However, through statistical modelling, PPP and
Anderson Strategy have pinpointed its economic value to both national
and local economies.
Despite the pandemic causing a rapid push towards digital, this period
has also placed a significant burden on local resources. It is hoped
therefore that by being able to quantify the long-term value that digital
innovation could bring to local areas, their leaders will be able to make
the case for greater focus, investment and allocation of resources.
Doing this, however, is not always simple, especially in areas that are
less digitally advanced. Therefore, it is crucial that the leaders of local
government are given the necessary knowledge to make innovation a
local priority.
This report therefore includes a step-by-step guide for local government and
Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) to facilitate digital innovation in their
area. Most importantly within this, is the appointment of a digital navigator
who will work between all local stakeholders with the core aim of improving
digital innovation. In this role, they can ensure that digital is kept a priority
in all local government decisions, while also serving as a key contact for
businesses who will be the driving force behind local innovation. By giving
local leaders the right knowledge and resources, the massive potential of
digital innovation can be unleashed to drive forward the digital economy.
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Headline figures
By 2025, the cumulative Increased Revenue from Digital Innovation (IRDI) across
the UK will be £276 billion and has the capacity to reach £1.12 trillion by 2030. These
figures can also be increased through ‘levelling up’ digital.
Lloyd’s bank has assessed the different levels of digital inclusion, skills and enablement
across different regions across the UK. This regional digital maturity correlates directly
with a region’s ability to deliver value from digital innovation. If regions were able to
level up to the same digital maturity level as London, it is estimated that there would
be an opportunity to create an additional £126 billion of increased revenue by 2030.
The map shows how this is estimated to be spread across the regions.
Regionally, the economic potential of digital innovation varies significantly. With
a long history of leading economic growth and greater digital capabilities it is
perhaps unsurprising that London and the South East leads in the cumulative
increased revenue potential for both local authorities and LEPs.

REGIONAL LEADERS
1. London – £521.91 billion of increased revenue from digital innovation by 2030
2. South East – £141.23 billion
3. East – £79.75 billion
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SCOTLAND
2025 IRDI (Base): £11.46billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £14.32billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £46.50billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £58.12billion

NORTH EAST
2025 IRDI (Base): £3.92billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £5.00billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £15.91billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £20.28billion

YORKS / HUMBER
2025 IRDI (Base): £12.96billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £15.60billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £52.59billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £63.30billion

EAST MIDLANDS
2025 IRDI (Base): £11.12billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £13.64billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £45.13billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £55.35billion

EAST
2025 IRDI (Base): £19.64billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £22.80billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £79.75billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £92.57billion

SOUTH EAST
2025 IRDI (Base): £34.73billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £41.05billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £141.23billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £166.91billion

LONDON
2025 IRDI (Base): £128.57billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £521.91billion

SOUTH WEST
2025 IRDI (Base): £12.82billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £16.34billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £52.10billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £66.40billion

WALES
2025 IRDI (Base): £4.81billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £6.25billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £19.52billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £25.38billion

WEST MIDLANDS
2025 IRDI (Base): £14.04billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £17.22billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £56.99billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £69.89billion

NORTH WEST
2025 IRDI (Base): £17.30billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £20.45billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £70.24billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £83.02billion

NORTHERN IRELAND
2025 IRDI (Base): £4.48billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £5.83billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £18.17billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £23.62billion

LEPS
1. London LEP – £521.91 billion by 2030
2. South East LEP – £45.41 billion
3. Enterprise M3 LEP – £33.63 billion
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1. BLACK COUNTRY

16. HEART OF THE SOUTH WEST

28. SOLENT

33. TEES VALLEY

2025 IRDI (Base): £2.36billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.90billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £9.57billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £11.73billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £3.27billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £4.17billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £13.28billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £16.92billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £4.56billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £5.39billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £18.52billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £21.89billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £0.92billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £1.17billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £3.71billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £4.73billion

2. BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

17. HERTFORDSHIRE

29. SOUTH EAST

34. THAMES VALLEY BERKSHIRE

2025 IRDI (Base): £1.99billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.35billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £8.07billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £9.54billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £5.33billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £6.19billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £21.66billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £25.14billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £11.19billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £13.11billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £45.41billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £53.21billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £5.92billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £7.00billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £24.13billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £28.51billion

3. CAMBRIDGESHIRE &
PETERBOROUGH

18. HULL & EAST YORKSHIRE

30. SOUTH EAST MIDLANDS

35. THE MARCHES

2025 IRDI (Base): £2.39billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.87billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £9.66billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £11.63billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £5.91billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £7.01billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £23.97billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £28.47billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £1.71billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.10billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £6.92billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £8.49billion

19. LANCASHIRE

31. STOKE-ON-TRENT & STAFFORDSHIRE

36. WEST OF ENGLAND

2025 IRDI (Base): £3.45billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £4.07billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £13.99billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £16.53billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £2.37billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.91billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £9.61billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £11.79billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £3.26billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £4.15billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £13.25billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £16.89billion

20. LEEDS CITY REGION

32. SWINDON AND WILTSHIRE

37. WORCESTERSHIRE

2025 IRDI (Base): £7.64billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £9.20billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £31.03billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £37.40billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £1.76billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.24billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £7.15billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £9.12billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £1.65billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.02billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £6.67billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £8.19billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £4.95billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £5.76billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £20.13billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £23.40billion

4. CHESHIRE & WARRINGTON
2025 IRDI (Base): £1.87billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.21billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £7.58billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £8.96billion

5. COAST TO CAPITAL
2025 IRDI (Base): £6.61billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £7.62billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £26.87billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £30.99billion

6. CORNWALL AND ISLES OF SCILLY
2025 IRDI (Base): £0.98billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £1.25billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £3.98billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £5.08billion

21. LEICESTER & LEICESTERSHIRE

38. YORK & NORTH YORKSHIRE

2025 IRDI (Base): £2.87billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £3.52billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £11.68billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £14.32billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £3.70billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £4.46billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £15.02billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £18.08billion

22. LIVERPOOL CITY REGION
7. COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE
2025 IRDI (Base): £2.44billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.99billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £9.90billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £12.14billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £2.88billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £3.40billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £11.68billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £13.80billion

23. LONDON
8. CUMBRIA
2025 IRDI (Base): £1.13billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £1.33billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £4.58billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £5.41billion

9. DERBY/SHIRE, NOTTINGHAM/SHIRE
2025 IRDI (Base): £4.42billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £5.42billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £17.95billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £22.01billion

10. DORSET
2025 IRDI (Base): £1.66billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.12billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £6.76billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £8.61billion

11. ENTERPRISE M3
2025 IRDI (Base): £9.00billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £10.64billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £36.63billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £43.30billion

12. GFIRST
2025 IRDI (Base): £1.88billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £2.40billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £7.67billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £9.77billion

13. GREATER BIRMINGHAM
& SOLIHULL
2025 IRDI (Base): £5.43billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £6.66billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £22.07billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £27.07billion

2025 IRDI (Base): £128.57billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £521.91billion

24. NEW ANGLIA
2025 IRDI (Base): £4.08billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £4.73billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £16.55billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £19.20billion

25. NORTH EAST
2025 IRDI (Base): £3.00billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £3.83billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £12.20billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £15.55billion

26. OXFORDSHIRE
2025 IRDI (Base): £2.63billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £3.11billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £10.70billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £12.64billion

27. SHEFFIELD CITY REGION
2025 IRDI (Base): £3.48billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £4.22billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £14.12billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £17.10billion

Overlaps

14. GREATER LINCOLNSHIRE
2025 IRDI (Base): £2.51billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £3.07billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £10.18billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £12.42billion

15. GREATER MANCHESTER
2025 IRDI (Base): £7.98billion
2025 IRDI (Level Up): £9.43billion
2030 IRDI (Base): £32.43billion
2030 IRDI (Level Up): £38.32billion
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This varies significantly within different sectors as industries have varying levels
of digital capabilities and innovation already happening within them.

1. Wholesale - £299 billion IRDI by 2030
2. Professional, scientific, and technical - £164 billion
3. Finance and insurance - £136 billion

Industry

IRDI by 2030

Wholesale

£299 billion

Professional, scientific & technical

£164 billion

Finance & insurance

£136 billion

Business administration & support services

£87 billion

Information & communication

£79 billion

Retail

£69 billion

Construction

£67 billion

Healthcare

£46 billion

Transport & Storage (inc postal)

£32 billion

Accommodation & food services

£30 billion

Production

£26 billion

Motor trades

£26 billion

Arts, entertainment, recreation & other services

£19 billion

Property

£17 billion

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

£12 billion

Education
Public administration & defence
For specific local authority numbers please visit:
https://digital.andersonstrategy.com/2030_irdi
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£9 billion
£100 million

How businesses
can innovate
This is a significant opportunity but, if it is to benefit the economy as a whole, will
require every business to focus on digital innovation in their own activities. For the
process to be successful, they must capture the value of innovation and turn it into
profit. Harnessing unique innovation within one business, can bring value to businessto-business (B2B) activity and swiftly develop revenues within value chains.
When assessing how innovation could benefit their operations, this should largely
follow the archetype model which sets out three main areas for innovation.
Figure 1: Archetype model

PROPOSITION
As-As Service
Data Monetisation
Hyper-Personalisation
Smart Products & Services

CUSTOMER

VALUE
CHAIN

Intelligent Marketing
Phygital Experiences
Marketplace Platforms
Always Connected

Digital Ecosystem
Channel Contraction
Augmented Workforce
Predictive Automated Operations

The proposition innovation section may include:
•

•
•
•

Creating new products and services that make use of digital advancement and
innovation. These may be an improvement on an existing product or a new
creation.
This will play an important role in business-to-consumer chains, as they have the
potential to increase profits if a new product or service is available to consumers.
These can also improve B2B chains as new products and services may improve
business operations.
Hyper-Personalisation: this is the process of customising the product or service
to the individual. This will vary dependent on the offering but will generally use
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine-learning to match the product with needs,
preferences and taste.
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Innovating within the value chain may cover:
•

•

•

•

Digital ecosystems: there is an ever-growing connecting and integrated
ecosystem of technology. If businesses harness this correctly it can rapidly
increase their value. This may be through utilising a data ecosystem or creating
a product which taps into multiple integrated networks.
Channel contraction: Value chains are compressing, and the pandemic is
accelerating the process. From sourcing to distribution, inventory management
to labour management, it is possible to improve efficiency and decrease costs
through digital technology.
Automate production using the Internet of Things (IoT) and machine learning
which can reduce costs, save time, and predict and solve potential problems
through algorithms.
Create an augmented workforce: almost every job is being reinvented as the
workplace evolves to a flexible workforce augmented by software, robots,
crowds, and AI. The transition to the augmented workforce will upend the
general idea of what it means to work and how an organisation should be
designed.

Innovating on the customer side could potentially include:
•

•

•

Utilising intelligent marketing and hyper personalisation: this makes use of AI
to identify prospects, recognise patterns, and understand behaviours. Through
this they can apply the lessons learned to processes and outputs, creating
marketing that is truly relevant to the customer.
Creating ‘Phygital’ experiences: this takes the best components from the digital
experience (such as instant connection with others, speed and immersion) and
the physical world to enrich the experience. This can come in various forms
dependent on the businesses’ operations.
Using or creating marketplace platforms to sell products to reach millions online
immediately instead of being reliant on traditional foot-fall and word-of-mouth.

A PwC Survey revealed that the most innovative companies delivered growth 16 per
cent higher than those who innovated the least.2 Those companies which failed to
generate any new ideas were unlikely to experience any growth at all.
Business leaders are also in a position to drive forward innovation while aligning
this with corporate goals. By exploring different innovative operating and business
models, they can create a strategy that encompasses radical innovation and
growth.
Innovation helps companies stand out from the rest of the competition. Who can
say Tesla and Ford are the same, even if they belong to the same sector? This can
be the basis for demanding a higher price than the competition, increasing both
revenue and net profits.
But innovation is not only a way of increasing revenues. For some companies it
can be a life-or-death matter. The innovation of streaming sites such as Netflix has
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put traditional television and film networks at risk. They have had to innovate in a
similar way to stay relevant.
Keeping an eye on future trends helps companies find innovative solutions for the
likely challenges of tomorrow, sometimes even leading to the creation of disruptive
technologies, products or services. Companies cannot afford not to innovate
consistently: innovation keeps companies alive and changes entire industries.
There are multiple opportunities in the market, but it is essential to know how to
identify the appropriate digital strategy to drive processes efficiently, counting
on the right agents throughout the value chain. In this way and knowing how to
present and identify the value capture of the innovation process, the participants
will be less hesitant when it comes to promoting actions, investing or associating
to achieve common goals. A central digital navigator, explained in our step-by-step
guide will be crucial in this.
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The role local authorities and
LEPs can play in innovation
Local economies have much to gain from digital innovation. It is therefore of
great interest and value for local authorities and LEPs to champion innovation
within their area. However, as can be seen by the regional growth figures, digital
capabilities remain unequal.
For many in these less digitally advanced regions, there is still unfortunately a
lack of understanding both around the value case underpinning resource and
investment, as well as how to go about improving digital innovation in their
area. However, this new model is clear that more than a trillion pounds of added
revenue are available to local areas and they are perfectly placed to be able
to secure this, if the right strategies are put in place. By implementing a digital
navigator with a clear step-by-step guide in each local area, it can be ensured
that digital innovation is driven forward across the UK.
LEPs similarly play a crucial role in helping to bring together multiple
stakeholders. These are locally owned partnerships between local authorities
and businesses, which play a central role in deciding local economic priorities
as well help as improving economic and local growth. Each board is made
up of local industry, educational institution and public-sector leaders. They
can therefore serve as a bridge between the interests of all, and combine
the resources and expertise of both the public and private sector to promote
innovation.
As a public-private partnership, LEPs are best placed to work as the conduit
between government and business. As the UK enters into a more digital
economy, the middle interaction and support it can offer will become more
important than ever. Therefore, it is vital that these growth hubs are given the
necessary funding and resources to offer this specialist support to as many local
businesses as possible.
The conjunction of both institutions with the leadership of the digital navigator
will facilitate the organisations to better understand the options that exist for
them in the form of funds, grants and training, as well as provide digital strategy
to undertake the innovative process.
However, for many LEPs and LAs, playing this role can become difficult if they
do not have the internal expertise. The following step-by-step guide therefore
serves as a tool with which LEPs and LAs can help companies improve or
manage their innovation.
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Step-by-step guide
Even after the potential of digital innovation has been made clear, the path towards
harnessing this can still be unclear for many local authorities and leaders, who may have
no knowledge in this area. If innovation is to play a crucial role in growing the digital
and wider economy, it is vital that these stakeholders know the steps to facilitating its
development.
Innovation is undoubtedly unique to each area and industry, especially given the unequal
level of digital capabilities across the UK. This will mean there will be distinctions in
different authority’s paths, especially once they have built up a relationship with local
businesses and industries. However, the following is a useful guide for the opening
steps that will put local leaders on the right path to harnessing the potential of digital
innovation.
Local leaders, including local authorities and LEPs, should look to make the following
steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appoint a digital navigator.
Create a local government strategy.
Assess the wider digital environment.
Engage with business leadership.
Create a toolkit.
Create a digital forum.

1. Appoint a digital navigator
The basis and first step for the creation and implementation of the digital innovation
strategy is the appointment of a digital navigator who would operate from a growth hub,
as the first meeting point with organisations.
a. The LEP should first seek to find an individual with specific traits:
Practical experience. This individual does not necessarily need academic requirements
but instead should have a track-record of proven experience in the digital space.
Whether this is in the public or private sector, the individual needs to be able to
demonstrate they have a usable knowledge of digital technology.
ii. Be passionate about the impact of digital technology. It should be represented by an
individual who is up-to-date with the latest technology and potential innovation. This
person not only knows about disruption, but could potentially create or anticipate it. And
as a basis, one of the most important points: it’s all about good problem-solving skills.
iii. Good communication skills. As they will address a varied audience, it is important
that the individual meets a series of communication requirements, such as emotional
intelligence, cohesion and clarity, confidence, friendliness, empathy, respect, listening
and open-mindedness. It is vital within this that the navigator can communicate the
value opportunity to all stakeholders involved in the process. It may be beneficial
within the application process to hold group stages in order to assess their
communication and interaction skills.
i.
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Yet the digital skills and expertise shortage has been widely documented
and this is specifically acute in local government and public services. 3
Exactly whether this digital navigator can be found or have to be trained
within this role is largely circumstantial. This will depend on the existing
human resources and their experience, ability and willingness to learn new
skills.
There is also a potential for this individual to work across multiple bodies
including local authorities, combined authorities etc. This may be useful
if the budget is a constraint but may also be an added benefit that helps
create a united and comprehensive approach across the region.
b. The digital navigator should become part of a business-focused team
that works on a number of different areas, such as infrastructure, smart
cities, data projects, local planning and place-making etc. By sharing the
expertise, it helps create an integrated approach that keeps technology
and innovation at the centre of all local economic decisions .
c. The digital navigator should work closely with both local business
development teams and wider regional teams to identify the challenges
and potential pitfalls to improving innovation within each sector in the
local area and region. This should be done making use of the expertise
of the area as well as close collaboration and discussion with local
businesses. These challenges should help inform a clear and trackable
set of short- and long-term innovation goals for each industry in the area
that combines what can be done internally within the authority, improving
support and building relationships for and with business, and also
specific improvements for different types of businesses. It is crucial that
these goals are progressive enough to improve innovation, while being
manageable and reachable in the set timeframes.

2. Create a local government strategy
a. The digital navigator should work internally and with regional partners
to create a local government strategy. One of the navigator’s core goals
is to strategise a plan that will ensure digital innovation is kept as a clear
goal within the local government, and sets out how they can help local
businesses.
This should take notice of the current digital capabilities as well as the
economic potential of the area. By setting clear but achievable objectives
and deadlines of the locality, they will create a useful and effective strategy.

3. Assess the wider digital environment
a. The digital navigator should assess the strategy of the local government
against the wider aims of and support from other bodies and
organisations.
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There are different ways of finding answers to strategies and tools for digital
innovation, but the key is to put all the pieces together so that they move towards
the same goal. And this is where the figure of the digital navigator becomes a key
part of the process.

Figure 2: Stakeholder mapping

By working with multiple stakeholders, outlined in figure 2, the digital navigator
can be the centralised connecter in the local authority. Their role would be to
offer businesses access to their expertise and facilities, enabling them to test,
demonstrate, and improve their ideas as well as fully understand the opportunity
for value creation.
Existing support available:
There are already a number of initiatives available, which would greatly benefit the
work of the digital navigator. Instead of replicating already existing support, the
navigator should work to signpost to these resources or work with the institution
to combine efforts.
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Innovate UK is leading the way in UK-wide support, especially in relation to its
‘smart grants’ where registered organisations can apply for a share of up to
£25 million for ‘game-changing and commercially viable’ R&D innovation that
can significantly impact the UK economy.4 Additionally, its Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships (KTP) programme allows academic institutions, research and
technology organisations (RTOs) or catapults to apply for a share of up to £6 million
to fund innovation projects with businesses or not-for-profit organisations.5
The Lifetime Skills Guarantee programme run by the Department for Education
offers adults the chance to take free college courses valued by employers
and flexible loans to allow courses to be taken in segments.6 By offering the
opportunity to retrain and enhance the nation’s technical skills, these programmes
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INNOVATE UK
Innovate UK is a non-departmental public body, which since 2007, has run
over £4.3 billion worth of projects across the UK. By helping more than 8,500
organisations since its conception, it has created 70,000 jobs and added an
estimated £18 billion of value to the economy as a whole.
These projects are unique to each individual business but have helped across
the whole stage of delivery from idea generation, developing the products
and commercialising the new technologies. The funding is open to any sector
and so has generated tangible change in a number of different industries. Just
some use cases include:
-

Creating care robots to assist those with disabilities to live independently.
Testing and implementing new data approaches to road management.
Developing a visual search engine and ‘virtual high street’ for more than
16,000 brands.

It is in this unique relationship to each organisation that Innovate UK flourishes.
By working together with the organisation, it is able to identify the areas in
which it can best support and help see innovation through from conception to
implementation. While not constrained to small businesses, this resource has
been invaluable to many emerging businesses and local economies, which may
otherwise not have had the knowledge or funding to digitally innovate.
This is a relationship model that could similarly be rolled out by local and
regional government. With greater understanding of its needs, challenges and
priorities of their local industries and businesses, the local authority is able
to offer unique and personal advice to organisations to drive forward digital
innovation in their area.
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DIGITAL SKILLS PARTNERSHIP
The Digital Skills Partnership (DSP) was created in 2018 by DCMS in order to
improve the whole range of digital capabilities from basic essential skills to those
advanced skills needed in specialist roles. This brings together public, private and
charity organisations to design, develop and coordinate the delivery of digital skills
programmes, tackle digital exclusion and share best practice. It also crucially helps
small businesses and charities train workers and improve their capabilities so they
are able to make use of the digital opportunity and innovate.
The DSP has also been working with LEPs and Combined Authorities (CAs) to roll this
out into local economies. This is operating across Lancashire, the South West, West
Midlands, Cornwall and Isles of Scilly, Cheshire and Warrington and the South East
with plans to continue to roll this out to as many places as possible.
This partnership has had different levels of success across different regions but
has made valuable improvements to specific businesses. By working closely with
each stakeholder, it is able to identify together, the necessary areas for skills
improvement.
Cheshire and Warrington LEP in particular has worked with Bentley and Chester
University to discuss training plans and delivery models as well as the procurement
of equipment to support and improve greater digital skills. By creating a
collaborative and long-term vision it has helped develop digital skills within the
business but also created a blueprint for training providers that can benefit the
whole local area.
The LEP has also been working with a number of smaller local organisations to
develop equipment, workshops, academies and new models. This development of
digital skills will crucially develop each organisation’s ability to digitally innovate.
Without the base nor technical level of skills within the business, it will not have the
ability to conceptualise potential areas or innovation or implement across delivery.
Developing these skills in every organisation is therefore critical to reaching the value
potential and must be a core component of every digital innovation programme.

are crucial to overcoming the skills shortage faced by multiple industries. This will be
specifically useful in areas in which the limited digital literacy could potentially hinder the
potential of digital innovation. The Digital Skills Partnership, if harnessed correctly, could
also help significant regional development of digital skills and capabilities, which would in
turn benefit their ability to innovate.7
Similarly, the ‘Help to Grow: Digital’ programme offers small businesses free, impartial
advice on how technology can boost their performance.8 As it is based on a central
online platform, this could help many local businesses, with no extra resources needed
in local authorities. There is also a discount for eligible businesses of approved software
that helps businesses:
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•
•
•

build customer relationships and increase sales.
make the most of selling online.
manage their accounts and finances digitally.

To meet this objective, there are government programmes that can be
incorporated into the long-term strategy.
Tailored regional support is another area that the navigator should seek to
include. This will assist them in creating integrated plans that bring together all
the necessary regional stakeholders. This may be at a country-specific or regional
support dependent on where in the UK they are based.
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LEP GROWTH HUBS9
There are currently 38 LEP-led ‘growth hubs’ across England designed to
integrate national and local business support. By combining all resources
in one location, this is designed to make it easier for businesses to find the
support and advice they need to adapt and innovate. Each growth hub is
unique to the priorities and focus of that LEP and local area and so take
different models of approach and attention.
The South East Business Hub for example is specifically created to improve
information flow, links and quality across business support in their locality.
They provide impartial information to businesses and organisations
about the services and provide improved coordination of the offers and
support that is available to them. The Greater Manchester Growth Hub is
also focused on supporting businesses across their growth journey and
so offer one-to-one and peer-to-peer business support, events, specialist
programmes, and funding.
While dependent on the area and the level of government funding available,
most of the work at these growth hubs is provided at no direct cost to the
business. This is vital to small businesses that might otherwise not have the
financial capacity to invest in tailored support, but this will be instrumental
in their ability to innovate.
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S5GCONNECT HUBS10
The Scotland 5G Centre is leading the path towards accelerating the
deployment and adoption of 5G within the nation and utilising its potential.
Working with the University of Strathclyde, University of Glasgow, the Scottish
Futures Trust and with investment from the Scottish government, it runs
a number of different programmes and offers different levels of support
including:
-

Networking events to meet project and consortium partners, policymakers
and innovators.
Information.
Signposting to opportunities.

Most notable is its S5GConnect Hubs, a £4 million programme sponsored by
the Scottish Government, which are tailored to each region and support key
local sectors, communities and businesses to adopt 5G. This offers access to
the right people, knowledge, opportunities and 5G network technology to help
increase awareness of the technology’s capabilities and realise the benefits.
These hubs are able to evaluate specific businesses to assess where they could
innovate and coach them on how they could scale business or commercial
products. Similarly, there is up to six months support available to develop, test
and demonstrate new products.
It is important not to overlap the work already being done by these hubs and
so the digital navigator should factor in this support available within Scotland
to create an efficient plan that makes full utilisation of the wider programmes
on offer.
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WELSH INDUSTRIAL CLUSTERS11
The Welsh Government has made digital a key priority after running a review in 2019,
which highlighted the core areas of development necessary: skills, inclusion and
connectivity. The subsequent digital strategy has led to a number of programmes
that businesses will be able to tap into in order to develop digital innovation:
-

Industrial clusters that work together to create digital adoption strategies and
provide support to improve specific digital skills within the business.
Digital Transformation Squads will work to build examples of user-centred design.
Communities of digital innovation that share best practice and standards.
Online spaces that provide accessible information and tools for businesses as
well as interactive webinars.
Apprenticeship and adult learner skills-based schemes to improve digital skills
within the workforce.

THE BELFAST CITY REGION DEAL12
Belfast is fast becoming a highly digitised region of the UK and is a benchmark of
commitment to digital technology and specifically digital innovation in order to
extend the impact across Belfast’s economy. As part of the Belfast City Region deals
there are multiple programmes running that the digital navigator would be able to
harness including:
-

-

-

-
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The Global Innovation Institute (GII) is a cross-disciplinary digital innovation hub
that will draw together the leading-edge skill-sets of three of Queen’s University’s
Global Research Institutes with the aim of expanding the regional cluster of hitech companies from 200 to 600.
The Advanced Manufacturing Innovation Centre (AMIC) will operate at the
interface between academia and industry to accelerate the development of
new manufacturing technology developments and ensure that real industrial
challenges based on market need are solved through collaboration with the best
university research.
The Regional Innovators Network will comprise a network of state-of-the-art
innovation spaces incorporating high-quality, digitally advanced co-making
spaces in each council area that will offer technologists, local businesses and local
communities the space and equipment to pursue innovation projects at small
and medium scale, and provide a platform for training and education for new
economy skills and digitally enabled design.
The Digital and Innovation Platform and Partnership (DIPP) will consist of a
common platform to share expertise and data capabilities across City Deal
projects, along with a regional partnership to facilitate collaborations and a
challenge fund to encourage businesses to test products in a cost-effective,
secure and supported environment

4. Engage with business leadership
a. The digital navigator should make contact with business leadership, tailoring
their strategy to the type of business and whether a previous relationship
exists.
At this first engagement, the navigator should present the toolkit (below), which
sets out relevant material for what the authority can offer, as well as the benefit
that digital innovation presents. This may include any relevant case studies and
regional reports. This will facilitate discussion and communication, and may entice
local businesses to get involved, should they see the value benefit.
This first engagement may happen in other, more organic ways such as through
growth hubs or around local infrastructure discussions. However, there is no right
way to go about this and is circumstantial based on the preference of the navigator
and the culture within the business.
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Culturally, it is vital that businesses feel supported and these first meetings
will be the start of a useful partnership. The authority representative should
therefore make a conscious effort to understand the culture of the business,
their concerns, history and goals. Businesses are likely to be at different stages
of innovation with varying levels of digital skill and so achievable, steady steps
toward that progress will be crucial in keeping businesses engaged.
b. In the first meetings, the digital team and businesses should carry out an
assessment: identifying gaps within the business’ current digital offering
and innovation in their services/product, infrastructure and skills. This will
help inform a long-term collaborative programme that hopes to overcome
any problems, and build a continued base of support available to the
business.
It is recommended that the assessment follows a certain structure, as it needs to
be prepared ad hoc for the company:
-

Define the design of the assessment relevant to the needs of the company.
Expected results and objectives of the assessment.
Identify how data will collected and analysed.
Clarify how the findings and recommended actions of the assessment will be
communicated.
Identify potentially which resources would be needed within the businesses.

The background of the company will give key information and it needs to be
included in the assessment, as well as going through a SWOT analysis where the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats can be identified visually.
Another important tool is identifying and creating a list of competitors that
the company has in the market, and the technologies that are, or can be,
potential threats to the company’s offerings. For businesses, knowing what their
competitors are, and what they are offering, can help to make products, services
and marketing stand out. It will enable the business to set prices competitively
and respond to rival marketing campaigns with its own initiatives. It is equally
important to know what strategies their competitors are using at the present
and what business tactics they are likely to employ in the future to keep pace
with the ever-changing market landscape and dynamics.
Learning about the future goals of the company can help design the digital
innovation strategy, as well as choosing the right technology. Stories of failed
innovation often start with the sudden introduction of a much-needed tool,
which later fails because of low user adoption or poor functionality. 5G, IOT,
cloud, computer vision, virtual assistants, robotic process automation and
machine learning are only some of the most used options.
What digital tools are the company using? Are there better tools in the
market? What’s the reason behind choosing them? And what about the human
resources? Is the team competent, do they have the required skills to innovate,
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or does the company need to train the team or hire new workforce? The
resources the company has and the budget that can be spent will give relevant
information about the possibilities that are available in the next future.
When creating these goals, the digital navigator should make use of the
archetype model (figure 1) which helps identify areas where innovation could
increase value creation. These three potential areas for innovation should be
assessed against the current capabilities and maturity within the business.
By applying this model in the early stages of discussion, there is great potential
to create a comprehensive and ambitious plan for the future that harnesses
digital innovation in every area of the business’ operations. It highlights clearly
that there is significant value from this innovation and has the potential to
create large-scale growth in individual businesses and local economies.
d. The navigator and business should work together to create a number of
short- and long-term achievable goals.
These should be tailored specifically to the business and their growth aims and
should follow the SMART process: (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant
and Time-Related).
They should make use of the enterprise value by covering incremental revenue
growth opportunities and operational efficiencies. The innovative process goes
from identifying opportunities, to creating concepts, validating these concepts,
developing and deploying solutions. The system must allow for continuous
improvement of processes, products and systems, and so need to be reviewed
regularly.
e. Create a tailored programme of long-term support.
The digital team should create a specific programme of support, tailored to
each engaged business. This will vary significantly on the businesses’ current
level of digital engagement, innovation and goals, and so may vary in the level
of support needed. This could range from having a communication channel
open should any questions arise if a business is already innovating, to a more
comprehensive plan that encompasses skills and capacity development to start
innovation.
Regular meetings or check-ins should be held with the business to go through
this plan and ensure that the LEP or local authority is doing as much as possible
to support its development.
These programmes should be looked at from a regional perspective, to
ensure that business development plays into local digital innovation aims.
By continuing to look at this holistically, it will ensure that this is not just a
business-by-business development, but is boosting digital innovation in the
local economy.
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f. Pair local businesses and partners.
Certain sectors/industries in different local areas or regions may be large
enough to have a number of businesses that work in the same field e.g.
manufacturing. It could be useful to pair a business in the early stages of digital
innovation with one that has had success in this. They could offer them practical
support on specific technical questions and solutions to similar problems.
However, by nature of the economy, it would not be helpful to pair businesses
that are in direct competition but potentially in similar industries. If it has
already been identified that a partnership could be beneficial for the company,
a gap analysis should be conducted to evaluate the difference between the
organisation’s existing competencies, capabilities and assets and those it needs.
The next step would include creating a list of potential partners, that could
be customers, new entrants, competitors, public authorities, suppliers. An
open-minded approach is recommended, so there are no agents that are
left behind. It is also important to develop the right type of agreements and
common understanding of how this relationship may be mutually beneficial.
These partnerships could develop a digital ecosystem that can be key for digital
innovation.

5. Create a toolkit
a. Create a specific digital toolkit that will act as a central platform for all key
tools. It could help provide and signpost resources to businesses and local
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authorities, and, by highlighting what is available to them, could help speed
up the process of improving innovation.
This information may already exist in the area and it is the navigator’s job to
localise, gather it and turn it into a usable format. This may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case studies
White papers
Brochures
Presentations
Videos
Landing pages
Explanations of government grants
Reports such as these that outline the value proposition

Everything must be presented in a format and with a design that is clear, easy
to present, and attractive. These are materials that can be sent beforehand
or that can be presented at the meetings. When creating these materials, the
digital navigator should have the person who will receive the information in
mind, and the content needs to be suitable and relevant.

6. Digital forum
1. Create a digital forum across regions.
Communication is an essential point in the suggested process. Therefore, the
creation and participation in a forum or space dedicated to digital innovation by
all digital navigators would be crucial, so that ideas flow quickly, and experiences
can be shared effectively, seeking solutions to problems in the most efficient
way.
This forum, held on an accessible site, would help create informal and easyflowing dialogue between different localities and regions. By being able to
swiftly ask questions and discuss projects, it would help develop best practice
and overcome the lack of information-sharing across similar projects.
This forum could build relationships and collaboration. Across the UK, there
is currently a piecemeal approach to digital innovation and through building
positive partnerships on this forum, it could help join up programmes. This could
hopefully make them more efficient and of benefit to a wider group of people.
Collaboration should be encouraged on similar forums between hubs as they
are a fantastic resource for building best practice and integrating approaches.
The Growth Hub Network is doing great work already to make it easier to ‘find
the right contacts, share news and best practice, build collaborations and share
awareness of network events and opportunities’. This should similarly be rolled
out across the local government network to continue to foster this collaboration
and create an integrated digital innovation system.
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Appendix: methodology
To create this unique model, which would showcase the potential value of digital
innovation across the UK, different data sets and sources had to be used. As a
starting point, PPP and Anderson Strategy worked with Mohammed Wargui from
Huawei, who has been collating data related to business growth across the UK.
This was then combined with data on the growth of GDP from the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an intergovernmental economic
organisation that stimulates economic progress and world trade. Similarly,
revenue data from each UK business was taken from the Office for National
Statistics and then combined with the growth rates from each industry sector,
gathered from a PwC report.
By combining all of these sets, it was possible to analyse both the current situation
and forecast the future position of the UK across its industries. This has helped
generate high-level predictions for whole sectors and the UK economy if digital
innovation is utilised as well as specific local forecasts. By mapping this model
on to different regions and LEPs, this was able to predict the growth of different
industries within local economies. This will enable local authorities to highlight
the potential within their area and create a unique path towards greater digital
innovation.
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About Huawei
Huawei is an independent, privately-held company that provides information and communication technology
(ICT), serving more than 3 billion people in 170+ countries with 30-year track record in safety and security.
For more information, please visit Huawei online: https://www.huawei.com/uk/facts
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